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Picard an
inspiration
for many
Former
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athlete
helping
others by
telling her
story
Photo courtesy of Saint
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By DAVE HINES
NFCA Director of Publications
If there is a more positive person who
has been dealt adversity, I’d like to know
who it is.
Bella Picard, who was a scholarship
athlete on the rise at St. Joseph’s
University until a collision running the
bases in April 2015 ended her playing
career, has made the most of a bad
situation. She has worked tirelessly every
day since then to recover from a spinal
cord injury that initially paralyzed her on
her right side.
Three years, multiple surgeries,
and countless rehabilitation sessions
later, Picard has regained much of the
movement on her right side, though she
continues to have issues with her right
leg. Her relentlessly-positive attitude and
story of perseverance has inspired many
in and out of softball. The thought is, “If
she can do it, given the hand she’s been
dealt, why can’t I, facing less challenging
conditions?”
The hashtags #BellaStrong and
#bringbacktherightside trended shortly
after her story became public, and
the support of her recovery from the
close-knit softball community has been
especially passionate. A flood of cards,
letters, social-media shoutouts and team
apparel quickly flowed Picard’s way.
“Support has been the most incredible
thing,” she said. “Everyone became
my teammate. The softball community
supported and constantly checked in
on me. I’m seeing all these teams still
tagging me (on social media) and wearing
my bracelets. It’s very humbling.”
One of the numerous teams that rallied
to Picard’s cause was the University
of Georgia during its run to the 2016
Women’s College World Series.
“Georgia kind of took me under their
wing and that was so inspiring,” she said.
Since her accident, Picard has been
a sought-after speaker, enthusiastically
telling her story, and encouraging young
softball players to “never take one step
on the field for granted.”

players
“It is wild,” she admitted. “I can
close my eyes at any time (and remember
playing). I think that’s why I can connect
with college athletes.”
One of the surgeries Picard had was to
fuse the C4 through C6 vertebrae in her
neck.
“My neck (still) bugs me a lot,” she
said. “My shoulder bothers me. (But) I’m

“As an athlete, I get frustrated with
any time off,” Picard admitted. “Those
therapy sessions are like game day.”
These days, her perspective has shifted
from focusing simply on her own recovery
to helping others by sharing her story.
Her Instagram photos and videos have
chronicled every struggle and step forward
for her more than 59,000 followers.

drive as an elite athlete would have on
her recovery.
“Doctors have to give you worse-case
scenario,” she explained. “Their prognosis
for me was I was young and had muscle
(so we’ll see).”
She has far exceeded the expectations
doctors set for her and says others,
no matter what their own personal

As athletes, we
think we can
always work
harder. Put in
extra hours by
yourself. Never
lose confidence
in your ability.
Don’t let anything
hold you back.
Photos courtesy of Bella Picard

walking on my own. Physically, I can’t
complain.”
It took a while for her to feel good
about her recovery.
“I didn’t feel confident until August
2016,” Picard said. “That was when I
really felt (better). The reactive balance
was what I was really excited about.”
She said things were going well until
about January 2017.
“It was great until I started ripping up
my right knee,” she said.
Since she has no feeling in that part of
her body, it was hard for Picard to realize
the full extent of the damage as it was
happening. She has embraced her rehab
appointments like she used to attack
softball games — going as hard as she
can. And like any competitor, she doesn’t
like it when her therapists give her time
off … even if she knows deep down she
truly needs a break.

“What’s kept me positive is knowing I
have an impact on others,” Picard said.
She is certain her experiences as an
athlete have helped in her recovery.
“Being a softball player, it’s failure,”
Picard said. “It’s a dumb sport (laughing).
I failed so much. The failure of the game
fuels you to be better.”
She also leans heavily on her faith.
“I can’t do this without God,” Picard
said. “The faith in knowing things are
going to be OK. Without my faith, my
story wouldn’t have reached as many
people.”
“I want people to see that faith is
such a crucial tool. It makes you more
hard-working and that much better. Faith
has done a lot (for me).”
Her doctors’ initial outlook for her
was very conservative. They wanted to be
realistic, and not give her false hope. But
they didn’t consider the impact Picard’s

challenges are, can do the same. If you
fail — and you will — just dust yourself
off, learn from it, and keep pushing until
you have that breakthrough moment.
“Our work ethic can be limitless,”
Picard said. “As athletes, we think we can
always work harder. Put in extra hours by
yourself. Never lose confidence in your
ability. Don’t let anything hold you back.”
But always remember to have fun.
“Never lose sight of the reason why
you play the game,” she said. “Remember
that it is not eat, breathe, drink, die
softball. Take a step back. Look at your
hands. Look at your feet. Look at your
cool team sweatpants. Just appreciate it
all and play for others. Help each other
appreciate the game.”
“Be a good teammate on and off
the field. Always be mindful of your
teammates. Just do your best. You’ll be
all right.” n
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Juggling
softball
and
life
By JENNY DALTON-HILL
ESPN/SEC Network Analyst & 1996
National Player of the Year
TO DO LIST: Group project due in history
class by Friday, studying for a test in math,
and an English paper due by the end of
the week, not to mention the day-to-day
homework that gets piled on to all of that;
plus team practices, conditioning workouts,
individual lessons, a church service project,
a part-time job on the weekends, and
somewhere in there trying to find time to
hang out with friends.
Have I missed anything? Most
likely, yes, but let’s admit: YOU
ARE BUSY! Every softball
player has a full plate and
trying to juggle all of the
things you need to do with
all of the things you want
to do can be completely
overwhelming.
The life of a young athlete
is full. Then throw in the stress
and pressure of recruiting, and it’s
enough to make the simple
tasks pile up and feel
overwhelming.
Often parents want to offer
help or advice, but you think,
“How can they know what I am
going through?” Even if your parent

life skills

life skills
was an athlete, managed
school and sports, and worked
as a teenager, the world that
young adults are navigating
has changed. And while you as a
teenager look at your parents
and think they have no idea
what you are going through,
there is a world of wisdom
lost if you choose to disregard
the help and foresight that
these adults can offer.
I played for Coach Mike Candrea
at the University of Arizona, and during
the first semester of my freshman year, I
found I was struggling to keep up and be
successful. I sat in his office completely
overwhelmed, feeling as if life was
spinning faster than I could keep up with.
His advice came in the form of a
picture; a wagon wheel. He told me
to picture the spokes on the wheel
and tell him what each of the spokes
had in common. We agreed that each
of the spokes was the same length,
each supported the rim, and each one
was important to help the wheel roll
smoothly. He labeled each of the spokes
with a different part of my life: School,
Sport, Family, Friends, and Faith.
As Coach and I discussed what was
causing me to struggle, we noticed that it
was my inability to keep balance in these
areas that was making it hard to roll
smoothly through each day.
But how do you find balance when so
many areas are pulling you in different
directions? Perhaps your wheel might also
include spokes labeled Work, Recruiting,
Tutors, or any of the other aspects of
your life that take up large chunks of
time. How do you make it all fit and have
enough time to excel in multiple areas?
Answer a couple questions:
What is the first thing you do when
you wake up in the morning?
What do you do with the time in class
that teachers give you as down time?
What are you doing with instructional
time in class?
What do you do as soon as you get

home at the end of the day?
What time do you go to bed
at night?
What is the last thing you do before
you go to sleep?
You may think that your
parents don’t understand the
things you go through or
the challenges you face in
today’s world… and you’re
right. We don’t. The biggest
reason is because we didn’t have
a smartphone. Looking back at the
answers to each of these questions, how
many of them had the word PHONE in it?
While our phones help us in so many
ways, I believe the biggest difference that
separates the understanding of parents
from their children is the influence that
smartphones growing up have had on our
ability to manage our time.
As I have watched my daughter go
through this process, might I offer one
small piece of advice that can make ALL
the difference? PRIORITIZE.
The spokes on my wheel in high school
26 years ago, are the exact same spokes
that are on my daughter’s wheel in
2018. Time management is a skill that is
developed and refined.
Few of us would say that we would
rather work on homework instead of
checking our Instagram account, sending
a Snapchat to a friend, or looking at the

best of all time Vine compilations. The
problem begins with setting limits of time
that still allow us to attack the spokes
of our lives, rather than neglect them by
spending too much time being distracted.
The most common struggle of a
life full of important things to do
is STRESS. My dad, a guy who I
thought didn’t understand me
as a teenager, passed along
some of the wisest advice I can
share with you: Spend your time
worrying about the things you CAN
control.
You can control the time you spend
on schoolwork. You can control
the time you spend in class
working with purpose. You can
control the time you spend
distracted by the “non-spoke”
items in your wagon wheel.
Being a teenage athlete
inherently involves sacrifice.
You are choosing to have
different priorities than the general
population that you go to school with.
One of the most recruitable traits of a
teenage athlete is a confident attitude in
the face of adversity.
Choose to manage your time to fit the
most important projects and assignments
in your life first. Put simply, finish your
work before you choose to play. It won’t
eliminate the work, but it will eliminate
the stress of procrastination. n

“I love to watch you play” and other things parents can say to kids
It’s stressful enough trying to excel
in sports. The last thing you want to
hear after a bad game (or a good one)
is everything you need to do better.
Here’s some things parents should
say to their softball players:
Before the game
Have fun
Play hard
I love you

After the game
Did you have fun?
I’m proud of you.
I love you.

It’s all about being positive, keeping
things fun and building confidence,
win or lose. So, the best thing of all a
parent can ever say
to their child is, “I
love to watch you
play.”
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equipment
Sunglasses

Bat
Snacks

Fielding glove

Batting gloves

Ball

What’s
in your

Anti-bacterial
wipes

bat
bag

?

Water bottle

Cleats
Hat/visor

Sunscreen

Helmet

After-game
slides/sneakers

Change of clothes

Cellphone
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Softball
Technology
Q: How has technology changed our
game?
Blast Motion: There is paradigm shift
happening in the sports industry today
and Blast Motion is at the forefront
of the movement. The introduction of
technology to softball will transform the
way we play the sport. It will change how
coaches approach their strategy through
objective feedback and will revolutionize
athletic improvement through shortened
feedback loops.
Diamond Kinetics: Quantitative data
is allowing coaches and players to dive
deeper than ever into training. We now
know exactly what input it takes to
produce the results we want.
GameChanger: Coaches/players now
have the ability to get instant feedback
on performance and families can stay
connected to their teams/players when
they’re not able to be physically present.
Pocket Radar: Coaches and athletes
at every level of the game now have
access to an endless amount of valuable
data right at their fingertips. Direct and
visual feedback of performance has helped
players instantly understand and improve
their skills faster than ever.
Rapsodo: Our panel of top NCAA

equipment

softball coaches point to tech as a
tool to confirm age-old teachings as
well as uncover new opportunities for
player development, which has brought
improvement to the game at all levels.
Q: What are the biggest myths currently
surrounding technology?
n It’s expensive.
n It’s difficult to use.
n It doesn’t apply to all ages.
n There’s apprehension to learn new
tools.
n It’s just for “elite” teams.
Q: What does your
technology capture/
showcase that you feel is
most important for players?
Rapsodo: Personal player
data. When a player can see
their numbers in black and
white, it provides instant
feedback on performance
and drives that personal
competitive fire to improve
that we find in athletes of
all ages.
Pocket Radar: Baseline performance
for both pitching and hitting, while

allowing them to track their progress over
time with numerical feedback. By having
an idea of where they stack up, they can
set new goals to stay motivated and see
their improvement instantly.
GameChanger: GameChanger allows
family and friends to stay connected to
their favorite players, even when they
can’t make the game in person. Life gets
busy and we want to make sure loved
ones never miss a moment.
Diamond Kinetics: Our newest
SwingTracker app allows players and
coaches to capture exit
velocity, launch angle,
and distance traveled
with nothing more than
their smartphone! This,
combined with 3D view of
swing plane, is a gamechanger.
Blast Motion: Blast
Softball provides a
platform to objectively
improve and monitor
progress over time.
Players can easily
analyze their swing and
ball-flight metrics with video. Data
can be stored, analyzed and provided to

equipment
coaches to validate skill sets and aid in
the recruiting process.
Q: How do your products benefit
coaches?
Blast Motion: Blast provides coaches
with player development insights through
reporting, analysis, management,
monitoring and communication with
individual players or their entire team
anytime, anywhere. We also impact
recruiting by providing a more precise and
objective strategy to validate prospective
athletes.
GameChanger: GameChanger
doesn’t just calculate stats, we
provide insights that
coaches can use to both
analyze performance and
make informed in-game
adjustments. We strive to
make coaches lives easier
by saving them time on
and off the field.
Rapsodo: The spin
of the ball. Both in
video and graphical
overviews, we provide
hitting and pitching
coaches with simple
visual interpretations
of the ball’s spin and spin
axis, allowing coaches to provide
instant, direct feedback to players and
improve performance in a single practice.
Q: Why your company?
Rapsodo: Learning how spin impacts
a softball’s flight is crucial for player
development at all ages. And there is no
other company like Rapsodo that delivers
this type of information, at this price
point and with this level of mobility and
accuracy, in the game of softball today.
Pocket Radar: Professional-level

technology with proven accuracy is
now available to everyone, not just
the professionals. We strive to provide
the best customer service and build a
great long-term relationship with our
customers, as we continue to bring new
innovative products to market.
GameChanger: GameChanger is a
simple and powerful scorekeeping and
team management tool for coaches and
teams. Our app provides world class
access to live game action, the statistics
to inform teaching and help fuel growth,
and solutions that rally community
around a team.
Diamond Kinetics: Our
dedication to accuracy
and player development
drives our decision
making and innovation
process. Diamond Kinetics
continues to be loved
and trusted by those at
the most elite level of the
sport.
Blast Motion: Blast
is the industry leader in
motion-capture technology
and has partnered with
both professional teams
and leagues to develop
products that exceed the
high standards set by our
partners. As the Official Sensor
Technology of NPF and PGF, we are
trusted by and used by the best in the
game.

softball tech company that provides exit
velocity as a metric to all users with no
purchase required. Seriously. Go download
it in the App Store and see!
GameChanger: GameChanger is more
than just stats; our team management
features, such as schedule alerts,
team messaging, attendance tracking
and maps, make it easier for team
communities to stay connected all season
long.
Pocket Radar: By providing an
affordable and convenient solution to
pro-performance radar technology, Pocket
Radar has forged a new standard in
accurate speed-based training, making
it accessible to the masses. No more
running over to the baseball team to ask
to borrow their bulky radar gun!
Rapsodo: Don’t wait. Whether it is our
tech or another company’s, the time to
engage with new technology is NOW! Or
as Alabama head coach Patrick Murphy
says, “If you don’t start to use it, you
better start to think of another career, or
people are just going to run you over.” n

Q: Anything else we should know?
Blast Motion: Blast is dedicated to
softball. We will leverage our existing
foundation and will continue to develop
products that help athletes, coaches,
teams and the sport of softball improve.
Diamond Kinetics: DK is the only
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Choose the school,
not the coach

By BENET HIGGS
Assistant Coach, Stony Brook University
Choose the school, not the coach. A statement repeated at every
turn in the recruiting process. But how? Especially when the only thing
you may know about the school is the coach and their program?
Your decision should be about the life and resources you want to
have while on campus. The student-athlete experience is unique, and
the school will be your primary home away from home. It doesn’t
matter if your house is three hours from campus or across the country,
you will be spending at least nine months of the year on campus. You
will not get home as much as you think you will; and you shouldn’t!

RECRUITING

recruiting
When you make the right choice, you
start to make new friends, hang out,
explore the area, etc., it becomes home.
It’s more concerning when players go
home frequently, because we worry about
how they are assimilating.
Below are areas in which a studentathlete lives and will allow you to look
deeper into the experience on your visits.
I hope this also creates new questions for
you. ASK THEM! The worst thing you can
do is be scared to ask and walk away not
knowing. If you have a question about
something, then it was important to you
and important to the process.
You’re going to live there! And how
often you can go home should be the last
thing on your mind. During semesters,
you will be busy with softball, classes,
events, etc. You’re not going home every
free weekend. There is a student-life
experience on and off campus that is
just as big as the softball experience.
Ask about that and explore. This includes
other sports, what’s in the area, food/
restaurants, festivals, the outdoors, the
college town or city.
See the area, sit down and have
a meal, chat with the locals, chat
with someone on campus. Do you feel
comfortable not just within athletics but
the area? You will meet a lot more people
than just from the athletic department.
Get to know the area and check out the
school webpage to see what the school
n

does for the student-life experience.
n It’s

not just about the major! The reality
is a majority of people change their
majors and careers. And except for a few
specialty jobs that require specific majors,
you can start a career with almost any
major. You can go to a nursing graduate
program with an economics degree, so
long as you have the prerequisite science
courses. You can go to law school with a
psychology degree.
Your decision about the academics is
bigger than what to major in; it’s about
the classroom experience! It’s about
placement rates of the school and how the
university, athletic department and coach
are preparing student-athletes for life
after college. It’s size and the educational
philosophy. Each school, whether public or
private, has different philosophies on how
to best educate their students.
If you want small and hands-on, you
should experience private schools and
compare that atmosphere to a public
university. If you find the small school,
hands-on approach smothering, then take
a look at medium and larger campuses.

on a city campus, explore the area and
public transportation. It’s part of the area
and it’s why some people choose it.
n Food!

If you like variety and cultural
food, or your options are only meat and
potatoes, that matters. Remember you’re
living there. If food is important to you at
home, then it will be important to you on
campus. Eat where the students and locals
go, on and off campus.

n Lastly

the people and team. Professors,
students, student-athletes, coaches, and
administrators choose schools for a reason.
While yes, a coach recruits, we still work
with what it is about the school, athletics,
and area that appeals to people.
So, while you may be playing with
different people, those people will be there
for similar reasons. We pick what we value,
and if you find yourself valuing some of
the same things, you’ll be that much closer
to your answer. Ask everyone you see:
n “
 Why
n

n Campus

size and where it is! You need
to get on campus and walk around. Not
all campuses are created equal. Just
because the campus on a map may look
big, it might not feel big. Each campus is
organized differently and it’s important to
walk around and get a feel for it. If you’re

did you choose ______?”
have you decided to stay?”
“ What do you love about ______,
and what makes this place special?”

n “
 Why

Remember, the school and area will be
your home! So, the best way to come up
with questions is to take a look at what’s
important to you and see how the school
meets it. n

College softball opportunities*
Division
Teams
Total athletes
NCAA Division I
296
6,168
NCAA Division II
291
5,827
NCAA Division III
415
7,667
NAIA
194
4,092
Other 4 year
20
303
NJCAA
354
6,037
Other 2 year
108
1,635
Totals
1,678
31,729
* SOURCE: www.scholarshipstats.com/softball.htm

% of players
19
18
24
13
1
19
5
100

Avg. roster
Scholarship limit
21
12
20
7.2
18
N/A
21
10
15
—
17
24
15
—
19		

Avg. athletic scholarship
$16,295
$7,477
N/A
$6,703
$1,383
$3,175
$352
$5,665
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Feeding a
Nervous
Stomach:
Nutritional
considerations to
properly fuel for
competition while
avoiding making
yourself sick

health

health
By HILLARY AKE, MS, RD, CSSD, LD
Performance Dietitian, University of
Florida University Athletic Association,
Inc.
Arguably one of the biggest nutritional
obstacles for any athlete to
overcome is finding the
appetite to eat on the
day of a big game,
before an earlymorning practice, or
in the middle of a
doubleheader on a
hot summer day. Each
of these marks a crucial
time for proper fuel and
hydration, and, by not eating,
or not eating well, athletes do their
training and practice a disservice.
Read on to find out which scenario
describes you and find strategies to
help you fuel properly before games and
practices!
You feel nerves or butterflies before a
big game
Being nervous or excited for a game
is a well-known cause of game-day
undereating in athletes. If you don’t have
an appetite, or the thought of eating
makes you nauseated, the best way to
combat this is to make it a part of your
game-day routine. That means identifying
a food that works for you, trying it out in
practice, and making it part of your gameday routine for the entire season.
You are “not a breakfast person”
From a fueling perspective, this one
is important to work through, especially
in order to have energy for early
games or early workouts.
First, it starts with the
day/night before!
Make sure you have
a full recovery meal
the night before an
early game or workout.
Next, train your body
to eat something, even
if you don’t feel hungry. Start with

something salty, like pretzels, and eat just
a few bites each day until you can eat
a whole serving. The salt will help wake
up your salivary glands and will signal to
your brain that you’re awake and hungry!
You get nauseated if you eat too
close to playing
For anyone who feels
nauseated when they eat
and then play or workout,
applesauce and bananas
are really gentle on the
stomach and typically won’t
cause any stomach upset if
you snack on them before an
early-morning workout or right
before you start playing.
You feel like a big meal before a game
weighs you down
With a slight change in timing and
an adjustment to the type of food you
choose, you shouldn’t feel anything but
fast out on the field. First, you want to
have a good meal between 3-4 hours
before a game or practice and then you
should have a snack within an hour of
practice or a game starting.
Figure 1
Sample Schedule A
No batting practice
Meal: 2:30 p.m.
Warmups: 3:30 p.m.
First Pitch: 4:30
p.m.

Sample Schedule B
BP included
BP: 1:30 p.m.
Snack: 2:45 p.m.
Warmups: 3:30 p.m.
First Pitch: 4:30
p.m.

For pregame meal, focus on foods you
like and make sure to include wholegrain carbohydrates,
lean protein,
vegetables, fruit,
and fluid. Try to
avoid high-fiber
foods and highfat foods that
take longer to
digest and are
more likely to
weigh heavily

in your stomach. Make sure you plan
accordingly depending on whether your
game time is early or a bit later in the
day (Figure 1).
Grab a snack an hour before you start
playing, but be more mindful with your
food choice. Look for quick carbohydrates
that get metabolized quickly, so you get
energy right away without feeling overly
full (Figure 2). While this snack can top
off your energy stores immediately before
a game, it shouldn’t be a replacement
for a pregame meal or inadequate eating
habits throughout the day.
Figure 2
Quick Carbohydrates for Pre-Warmup Snack
Fresh fruit (bananas)
Fruit cups (in their own juice)
Pureed fruits
Applesauce
Dried fruit or fruit leather
Fruit snacks (made with 100 percent fruit
juice)
Salty snacks (pretzels, goldfish)
Dry cereal
Sports chew or gel
Sports drink
It’s too hot out to eat!
Practicing in heat or getting
dehydrated can both deter
you from eating
and cause stomach
upset. It’s important
to go into a game or
practice well hydrated and to grab 2-3
gulps of water or a sports drink every 15
minutes during. If you haven’t fueled in
the dugout or don’t have any appetite,
you should focus on drinking a sports
drink with some carbohydrates in it for
energy or try out a sport chew or gel
that are easy to eat even if you have no
appetite.
As a high school athlete, right now is
the best time to build a habit of proper
fueling. Make nutrition one of the steps
in your preparation for a game or practice.
Pack your glove? Check. Stretch and
warmup? Check. Pregame meal? Check. n
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Home Run
Hydration
By ELIZABETH WLUKA, RD, LD
Director of Sports Nutrition, University
of Connecticut
Did you know when you’re thirsty
you are already 1-2 percent dehydrated?
Making nutrition a priority is critical for
you to achieve peak performance, and
staying hydrated is essential to your
fueling strategy.
Consequences of poor hydration to your
body and performance
When you are dehydrated, your blood
volume is decreased and your heart is
forced to work harder to deliver oxygen
to the body and muscles. Indicators of
dehydration include fatigue, dizziness,
lack of focus and irritability. All of these
symptoms can negatively impact your
performance on the mound, in the field,
or at-bat. Being poorly hydrated also
puts you at greater risk for injury —
comprising your muscle strength, stamina,
speed and reaction time.
How can you stay hydrated throughout
the day?
Meeting your hydration needs isn’t
exclusive to water. Here are some other
ways to keep up with your hydration:
n

Drink fluids like sports drinks (PowerAde
or Gatorade), milk, 100-percent fruit

juice and tea with meals or snacks
throughout the day.
n You can eat your hydration! Many fruits
and vegetables have a high water
content. Snacking on watermelon or
orange slices in the dugout will help
your hydration efforts, and contribute
to your overall hydration status –
especially during warmer conditions.
n Add fruit — like lemon and cucumbers
— to your water to help stimulate your
thirst and enhance your fluid intake.
n Have a fruit smoothie for a snack —
using orange juice, milk or water as a
base and mix in the fruit.

= 64 ounces/32 ounces = two 32-ounce
water bottles/day).

How to assess your hydration status?
One of the easiest ways to know if you
are well hydrated is to check the toilet.
The lighter your urine the more likely
you are well hydrated. Your urine should
resemble lemonade-like, light yellow,
opposed to an apple juice-like, darker
yellow.

Tips to stay hydrated throughout the
day
1.	Invest in a refillable water bottle and
personalize it with your name or jersey
number to avoid losing it.
2.	Always keep a water bottle or sports
drink nearby. Bring it to class, have it
in your backpack while traveling, and
take a few sips while watching TV.
3.	Aim to spread your fluid intake
throughout the day and avoid
chugging water close to exercise,
which may result in a slushy stomach,
which may affect your performance.
4.	Drink 8-12 ounces 15-20 minutes prior
to exercise.
5.	During exercise try to take a few gulps
(2-3) every 15-20 minutes.
6.	After exercise, it is important to
rehydrate! Drink at least 16-24 ounces
post workout.

How much fluid should you drink daily?
Aim for at least half of your body
weight in ounces. For example, if you are
128 pounds, divide that by two, to get 64
ounces/day. Then divide 64 ounces by the
number of ounces in your water bottle.
So, if you have a 32-ounce water
bottle, you would want to drink at least
two full water bottles every day (128/2

Being well hydrated will boost your
performance. When you are hydrated,
you will be better focused and energized,
allowing you to make that double play,
strike out multiple batters and hit that
ball out of the park. Staying hydrated may
reduce your injury risk as well, and give
you the mental and physical edge over
your opponent to bring home the series. n
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My Favorite Exercises
Current college athletes
from all divisions dish on
their go-to exercises

Medicine Ball Rotational Throw
“As an athlete participating in a
sport that constantly involves rotation,
it is crucial to train your body in such a
manner. As a former right-handed hitter
who transitioned into a slapper when I
entered college, medicine ball rotational
throws were an exercise that helped me
gain strength and power into my left
side, as it mimics a softball swing. You
begin the exercise in a normal batting stance. You will
hold the medicine ball on one side, quickly rotate it
to the other side, then violently throw it to the wall.
It is important to remain low and use your hips/legs.
Performing the exercise on both sides will increase your
overall muscular power. Make sure you do not fling the
ball with your arms, as that will show improper form
and increase the risk of back injury. You should throw
the ball so hard that you feel as though you need
to back away from the wall. This exercise is easy to
perform and can be done at any time!”
Olivia Clark-Kittleson, senior,
University of Southern Indiana
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Full Body Circuit
“My favorite exercises are:
squats, box jumps, Kettlebell
swings, and burpees. All
of these exercises work on
full-body strengthening
from your shoulders to your
core, through your legs and
glutes. Start with squats and
perform them as a pyramid
(sets of eight, six, four, three, two, one)
as you increase the weight. Use the
remaining exercises combined as a circuit
(four sets of 10 reps each).”
Katy Rimawi, senior,
The Sage Colleges
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Box Jumps
“My favorite exercise to
perform is box jumps. Here at
Feather River College, we do
plyometric exercises as part
of our cardio circuit for every
daily workout. Box jumps force
you to jump high enough that
you’re forced to use every single
muscle in your legs to get you
up onto the box. Softball is an
explosive sport, so we try and do as
many explosive, full-body exercises
as possible. We do three sets of
10-15 repetitions. This exercise
does not require a lot of equipment
and it works on body awareness,
balance, and coordination.”
Tyra Garcia, sophomore,
Feather River College

Xelerator Arm Circles
“One workout that has really
helped me throughout my softball
career has been arm circles
against a flat
surface with my
Xelerator. By
standing against
a flat surface and
doing sets of 30,
I am able to work
on keeping my
hips open and
also increasing
my arm speed.
I also use my
Xelerator to stay
warm in between
innings, so that
I don’t have to pull a catcher from
the dugout every time I want to go
loosen up my arm again.”
Emily Ingalls, senior,
Tabor College

Banded Back Squat
“One of my favorite exercises
are back squats. A fun modification
of this common workout are the
banded back squats. The bands
give extra resistance on the way
up, which is good for working on
exploding up out of the squat.
This is a great exercise to do while
doing lighter lifts and I have
noticed that I feel much stronger
when I take the bands off for my
heavy lifts.”
Kelsi Maday, senior,
UC San Diego

Back Squats
“Back squats are my favorite exercise
out of all exercises
I have had to
do in college.
It is a great
feeling moving
up in weight,
because you know
you have been
working hard.
Doing back squats
helps work your
gluteus, quads
and just overall leg and core muscles.”
Aaliyah Gibson, senior,
University of Nevada
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5

Things

I Wish I Knew
Before I Transferred

By ANNIE GORDON
NFCA Events & Outreach Specialist

1

Not Everyone Knows Everything About Everything
Your academic advisor, parents, coaches, and the internet are great
resources during the transfer process, but none of them know everything
you’ll need during this transition. Some information about the transfer process is
spelled out online, but not all of it can be found in one place.
Checking all your boxes in all departments can help you avoid unforeseen
issues. Cover your bases; talk to both institutions about requirements exiting your
current school and the requirements needed to enter your desired institution.
These might not always align. If you do not have an academic advisor, use the
school directory to contact an academic advisor in your desired department and
an athletic compliance staff member to discuss any other requirements you may
be missing.
Helpful resource: http://www.ncaa.org/student-athletes/current/want-transfer

2

Non-Student-Athlete Friends
are Essential
Student-Athlete will be your
identity, your life, and your friend
group for years to come. There is
nothing wrong with surrounding
yourself with like-minded individuals
or building lifelong bonds with
teammates and fellow “SA’s.” But
there comes a time when you realize
all of your teammates missed the
same test prep you did, they were all
on the road when on-campus concert
tickets went on sale, and every
single one of them was at practice
next to you when you remember
you left your essay sitting in the
common room of your dorm building.
Non-SA friends might not
understand the energy or strength it
takes to be an SA, but you will find
college has the potential to align you
with people who share many of your
other passions. Having a roommate
or classmate who is not an SA can
help you grow outside of the sport.
They will get you involved with other
on-campus activities or make a great
sounding board when you can’t seem
to catch a break in the box.
Helpful resource: Your school’s
Student-Life or Campus Activities page
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3

Everything Isn’t Always Easier the Second-Time Around
A new school means a new campus, new friends, new classes, and whole new
set of obstacles. Although you are older and attended orientation before,
it is always helpful to do it over again. Your new school is a completely different
beast from the last one.
Putting yourself in a position to succeed will only help the process. Many
schools offer transfer orientation. This will help you familiarize yourself with the
campus, your surroundings, and allow you to meet other transfer students. No one
wants to been seen in a freshmen orientation when you aren’t a freshman. Ask
about transfer orientation and get to know your peers. Who knows? Maybe they
will become the perfect non-SA friends you need to survive.
Helpful resource: Your school’s Transfer Center or Transfer Resources page.

4

No One Will Answer the
Questions You Don’t Ask
Whether it’s “Where is the
food court?” or “How do I preregister for classes?” No one is
going to give you information you
don’t seek out. Be proactive when
it comes to possible hurdles. This
goes for on-the-field situations as
well. Coach wants you to meet in
the gym at 5:30 a.m.? It’s best to
know ahead of time the quickest
route and the exact meeting spot.
The difference between the big gym
and the small gym may mean the
difference between early and late.

5

A Team Existed Before You
This one is hard, and is usually
realized quickly. Don’t be
shocked if an entire culture exists
within a team that you have no idea
about. The team existed before you;
they will have inside jokes, lastseason references, and best/worst
of all … cool handshakes. Don’t let
their comradery get you down. Use it
as motivation.
Are they a tight-knit group? Cool,
something for you to look forward
to! Being a transfer can feel similar
to being a freshman again, if you
let it. Transfer student-athletes have
a huge advantage! You’ve been the
“new kid on the block” before and
conquered it! Use your experience
and maturity to show your coach
you can be a leader. If all else fails,
outwork and outhustle everyone.
Helpful Resource: “Teammates
Matter” by Kevin Sutton

Helpful resource: Your new
teammates.
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A Sprint Through Baserunning—
By SHONDA STANTON
Head Coach, Indiana University
Over the past decade, my teams have
stolen over 1,000 bases. Having led
nationally three times and been ranked
top 10 each of those seasons, how have
we done it?
Speed helps, but it is more important
to have the lion mentality of wanting
the next 60 feet. It is hard to quantify
the positive impact pressure has on the
defense, but it can be a game changer.
Did you know there are over 25 ways
to score from third base? Building an
offense around that concept encourages
athletes to stretch the single into a
double, swipe a bag, get runners in
motion, go first to third on a flare,
go two bases on two outs, and take
advantage of dirt balls or defensive
miscues. Baserunning is one of the most
exciting components of the game, and
spending just 10 minutes a day will
produce an attack-oriented mindset that
manufactures more runs.
Keep Learning
Learning, training, and trusting are
essential in creating your baserunning
identity. High risk equals high reward, but
you can lower the risk by learning proper
fundamentals. As an athlete, you must
learn the basic fundamentals to become a
great baserunner and never underestimate
the power of practice.
Know the Math
It is important to know the numbers
(your steal time, the pitcher’s release
time, the catcher’s pop time and tag
time). If the pitcher and catcher times
combined are greater than your time to
get to the next base = run! If not, be
creative with your delayed steals or think
about running in the right situation or
the right count. A good baserunner should
be safe on at least 75 percent of the
attempts she makes.
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Quick Tips
n Your leads should have a disciplined
and consistent approach. Practice your
routine!
n The “track start” is effective, but have
your coach or teammate film and time
you to discover what the quickest start
is for you.

n

Experiment with these three leads at
third base: 1. Left foot on the bag for a
quicker return on a sacrifice fly ball 2.
Aggressive lead for angle down (ground
balls) 3. A walking lead for various
other situations.

Tricks of the Trade - Delays
It’s important to learn
what to focus on for
delayed steals. You can
look for an aggressive
or lazy catcher, an
inattentive pitcher or
one that cannot throw
overhand well, or middles
with poor positioning or
weak/lazy first steps.
You want to make sure
of the following:
n Go straight in hard
n Master a head-first and
pop-up slide
n Know your coach’s
philosophy and
practice it

“Speed
helps, but
it is more
important to
have the lion
mentality of
wanting the
next 60 feet.”

Talk with your coach about learning the
essential fundamental cues to becoming
a better baserunner: shin angle (knee
over toes), rear end higher than your
head (get low!), strong and big arm
action (use your elbows), chin and
chest down, and be sure to start when
the pitcher’s heel lands with her plant
step.
n Think about how aggressive your leads
would be if you never turned to face
the plate! Keep your feet moving.
n From second, focus on the pitcher
at the top of her arm circle to get
an aggressive lead. You should think
“score” from second base.
n

Practice and Perform
Once you learn the
fundamentals, it is time
to train through individual
drills and then progress
to implementing your
skills in game-like situations. Any drill
or movement that will help you be more
athletic on the bases, particularly diving
into a bag and getting up quick, do it.
It is important to trust your training and
your coaches. Make sure you are having
conversations with them often about their
baserunning philosophies and expectations
for you as a runner. As athletes, you
will fail, but you must fail forward. Use
your mistakes or errors to learn from
the situation and make the necessary
adjustments.
For more drills, check out Stanton’s
W.I.N. the Day Softball channel on
YouTube.com. n
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Breaking Down
the Essentials
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By MAGGIE LIVRERI
Associate Head Coach, University of
Utah
There are a lot of expectations placed
on a catcher, and unlike many other
positions, these skills may not be taught
or practiced. As most catchers know, it
is possible to spend an entire defensive
portion of practice catching for the coach
who is hitting fungoes.
To ensure that you get better every
day, take ownership of your development
by focusing on these five things: Ask
questions, get comfortable being
uncomfortable, master the art of subtlety,
be the calm, and be a student of the game.
Most college coaches would agree,
catchers arrive on college campuses with
generally good physical skills, however,
often over-coaching at the youth level has
contributed to a lack of thought process
development in the most cerebral position
on the field. It is important for you to be
able to think the game; to improve this
skill, you have to ask questions.
For example, you may not be the
one calling pitches, but it is extremely
valuable to know why your coach
calls certain pitches at certain times.
Working to understand why your coach
is controlling the game in a specific way
will help you to get on the same page. If
you are afraid to ask questions, you won’t
grow as a player.
The thought of these conversations
may make you cringe, but as a leader on
the field, you have to get comfortable
being uncomfortable. Your coach should
depend on you for feedback and you have
to be prepared to sometimes deliver a
contradicting message to what the coach
may think is happening.
Sometimes coaches can get caught up
in results. If the opposing team’s best
hitter gets out on a weak ground ball, a
coach may celebrate that. However, from
your vantage point you may know that
the pitcher completely missed, the ball
was over the plate, and that result was

5

keys
for
raising
your
game as
a catcher

Continued on page 28
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“How do you
become a
high-level
catcher? You
have to be
a student of
the game.”
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Continued from page 27

a lucky one. While that happens, and we
all want to have luck on our side, it is
still your responsibility to communicate
things like your pitcher’s accuracy, spin,
velocity, and more to your coach. These
conversations have to be honest and they
have to happen consistently.
To do this well, you have to master the
art of subtlety. Maybe you and your coach
develop a sign system for when a pitcher
is losing her stuff, what pitches are
working well and which ones are not, and
even when an umpire is tight on a certain
corner or wide in a certain zone.
Speaking of umpires, you have a
pretty big responsibility there, too. Your
relationship has to be professional and
respectful at all times. From your actions
to word choices — and especially your
body language — you are being watched
on every pitch. If you disagree with a
call, there are many ways to get more
information from the plate umpire.
Sure, the old standby is, “Where did
that miss?” but don’t be afraid to try, “I
thought we had that one, where does it
need to be for a strike call?” or “Am I
giving you a good enough look at that
pitch?”
While we attempt to grow our
relationship with the umpire, it’s
important that we build it on a
foundation of good receiving, and not
trying to “frame” every pitch. Our job is
to receive strikes and just catch balls,
meaning we need to honestly evaluate
the strike zone and try to give the umpire
the best possible view of that. That may
require you to be able to change your
view sometimes — modify your stance,
adjust your glove position or simplify
your movements.
It is also important to remember
that you and the umpire can have your
own conversation. If your coach or your
pitcher has a personality that umpires
find difficult to work with, you can work
to smooth that over through respectful
communication.
Pitchers need stability, so remember, it
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is your responsibility to be the calm. Your
pitchers are under constant pressure. Let’s
face it, yelling “R-E-L-A-X” at someone 43
feet away, who is anything but relaxed,
will not go over well. You need to be their
calming force. You are the one that is
most likely to be able to get them to relax
their shoulders, steady their breathing,
and re-focus on the task at hand.
Many younger catchers confuse
applicable information with constant
information. As the coach on the field, it
is not just your job to be the vocal leader
of the “rah-rah” portion of the game, but
rather to pass on the crucial pieces of
information to your team. Most veteran
softball coaches can immediately identify
a catcher with good energy.
However, energy does not always mean
being the loudest player on the field. A
catcher who is in control of her team is
poised and confident. Her leadership skills

are more developed than a catcher who
just yells. The ideal catcher is serviceoriented, wanting to make others better,
and understands how to get the most out
of each pitcher and the defense.
How do you become a high-level
catcher? You have to be a student of
the game. A good way to get started is
to watch as much softball as you can.
Identify the best catchers and watch what
they do.
How do they communicate, what body
language do they have, what role do
they take with their pitchers, coaches,
umpires, and team? Become familiar with
your coach’s charts and if you aren’t
playing that game, keep your own. What
pitches are working, what are hitters
doing, who is up next, what have they
done, what pitches would you call, why
would you call those?
You can also keep notes to discuss

with your coaches after the game, if you
don’t have time to talk about it during
the game. If you go to a private catching
instructor, make sure they watch you play
in games. Their instruction should never
be only limited to receiving, blocking, and
throwing. If they can assess your in-game
strengths and weaknesses, you will have
things you can continue to work on in
lessons.
Go to your pitcher’s lessons, too. Learn
what words the instructor uses when she
is struggling with a pitch, and learn more
about how she wants the ball to spin and
move. All great catchers spend time in
the bullpen. This is where chemistry and
flow are developed, and those translate to
wins on the field.
While all of these things take time, effort
and the willingness to both pay attention
and think differently, they affect your
development in the best way possible. n
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Slappers, aren’t
you tired of trying
to be perfect?
By EMILY ALLARD and KRISTIN
SCHARKEY
Be The Momentum
We host slapping clinics across the
country and it never fails, we are always
asked about the 5-6 hole. Slappers (and
coaches) always want to know the secret
to: “How do I consistently hit it there?”
Here’s the thing: We don’t think a
slapper’s focus should be trying to hit the
ball to the 5-6 hole. We get that it’s the
farthest throw from first base, but hear
us out: The 5-6 hole is also the smallest
hole on the field, between arguably the
two best fielders on the defense. It’s like
threading a needle.
Coaches talk all the time about players
trying to be too perfect, too fine. Aiming
for the 5-6 hole is the slapper equivalent.

So, where should slappers try to hit
the ball on a soft slap?
The dirt.
We need to get on top. That’s our
number one priority. Two bounces in
front of any infielder (except maybe the
pitcher), and slappers have a good chance
of being safe.
A 15-foot high bounce that the
defense has to sit and wait under? See
you at first base!
We need to allow our speed to work for
us by making the defense make the play.
The pressure should not be on you to hit
the ball perfectly. The pressure is on them
to get you out in 2.5 seconds.
Now that we’ve got the “on top”
mentality down, just think about the left
side. Even though we’ve seen countless
examples of slappers be safe on two-

hoppers or high-hoppers to the second
baseman, ideally the left side is where we
give ourselves the MOST time to get to
first base (hence the beginning teachings
of the 5-6 hole). The best way to hit the
ball to the left side? See it deep off your
back hip. Let your contact point dictate
where the ball goes. Not YOU.
Let’s be honest: There will be times
when you hit the ball right at people.
It happens. But that’s not a reason to
try to perfectly place the ball through
the shortstop and the third baseman.
Remember, as you get older, the game
gets faster and the players get better.
Athletic plays are made every day, but
we’ve yet to see someone pull the ball out
of the air on a 15-foot bounce.
So, keep it simple:
See it deep.
Get on top.
Hit the earth.
While the defense is waiting for the
ball to land, you’ll be smiling … and
standing on first base.
For more slapping tips, check
us out @Be_TheMomentum or
bethemomentumsoftball.com.
#SlapHappy
Allard is the NFCA’s Marketing and
Sponsorships Specialist n
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By LIZZY RISTANO
Associate Coach, University of Notre
Dame

Hitting
Fixes for

Common
Flaws
athlete development

There is not one way to hit a softball,
so get that thought out of your mind
right now.
Just as when you are driving to school,
there are probably 10+ different routes
you can take to arrive at one ultimate
location. So is the art of hitting a
softball.
I would argue that if five different
hitting coaches looked at one struggling
hitter, they would probably come up
with five different solutions as to why
that hitter is not touching the ball. In
the world of “too much information,” I
urge you keep it simple to look at these
three areas — timing, mechanics and the
mental side — to help you get your game
back.
1. Start with Timing
Here is the first place you want to
break down your swing. The majority of
the time when your swing is off, it has
nothing to do with mechanics and has
everything to do with your timing. Keep
it simple, and look at these three points
when it comes to timing:
n Am I loading when the pitcher starts
her forward motion at the hitter?
n Is my stride foot getting down about
the time of the pitcher’s release?
n Are my hands fully loaded, at their
apex, by the time my foot gets
down?
2. Check the setup of your swing
Hitting is like a domino effect. If you
are having trouble getting your hands
through or not getting good extension,
chances are it has something to do with
what your body is doing about three steps
earlier in your swing. Clean up the setup
of your swing (stance, negative move,
stride & first move to the ball) so all
systems fall in line when it comes time for
your bat to enter the zone. Look at these
areas in your setup:
n Stance – A balanced neutral and
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comfortable start. Not starting with
weight pre-loaded on back side. Have
some sort of movement to keep you
loose. Don’t be a statue.
n Negative move – Move from balanced
weight in your stance to sitting the
majority of your weight into your
backside. Load into attack posture
position.
n Stride – Lift your stride foot with
your knee, not your hip and try to
stride with minimal weight, not a
heavy foot hitting the ground.
n First move to the ball – For that
first little weight shift forward, your
hips have to stay square to the plate
and not start to pull off. This will
allow you to reach more pitches from
inside to outside to off-speed.
3. Slow things down and get mental
They say hitting is 90 percent mental
and 10 percent physical. However, we
often put 90 percent of our efforts into
the physical work and only 10 percent
into the mental.

That seems backwards, right? I urge
all hitters to try to work the mental into
their daily routines. What encompasses
the mental? Simple tactics like breathing
techniques, routines and positive self-talk
can go a long way. Here are some tips:
n Breathing – Practice four-second
breaths, not two-second breaths.
When you inhale in for two long
counts and exhale for two long
counts, you can literally feel your
muscles melting away and relaxing.
Breathe before stepping in the box
every single pitch.
n Routines – Set routines for different
stages leading up to the at-bat.
When you are in the hole, work on
the mental visualization of seeing a
pitch and driving it. When you are
on deck, your routine is to work on
timing. Load and stride with the
pitcher’s motion for every pitch she
throws. Set a routine of walking to
the plate with confidence and being
in control at the plate. Practice these
routines in practice or at home alone

n

in your bedroom.
P ositive Self Talk – After you take the
sign from the coach and take your
four-second breath, say something
positive to yourself. Simple phrases
like “You got this” or “Go Get it” are
more effective than mentally telling
yourself things like “Don’t swing at
the rise ball” or “Don’t mess up.”

As a hitter, you have to put in
the work, trust the process and keep
perspective. You can’t be a part of this
game and have success if you are not
going to struggle at some point. It’s
part of the deal. So, accept it and keep
reminding yourself that even the best
struggle at times, too.
My favorite quote about hitting goes,
“During my 18 years, I came to bat almost
10,000 times. I struck out 1,700 times
and walked maybe 1,800 times. You figure
a ballplayer will average about 500 at
bats a season. That means I played seven
years without ever hitting the ball.” –
Mickey Mantle n

“The majority of
the time when
your swing is off,
it has nothing to
do with mechanics
and has
everything to do
with your timing.”
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Hitting Fixes for Common
Flaws
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By BETH TORINA
Head Coach, LSU
For best success increasing speed
and power in pitching, start with a solid
fundamental base.
Getting started
In the load/start, pitchers should shift
weight from back to front, which helps
to gain forward momentum. Remember
to load in the hips, not the shoulders.
Arms should be a controlled speed. Proper
form allows pitchers to go straight off the
mound.
With the initial push (back leg
drive), the pitcher’s back foot should
drive forward over the toe. Start with a
knee bend to begin the drive. Shoelaces
should face the front and it should be an
explosive turnover, so the pitcher is “off”
the mound before their front foot hits the
ground. This should help keep the chest,
both toes and both hands facing the
front. A good visual is to picture a track
runner’s pose in the starting blocks.
With the front leg drive, your front leg
should be as high as your waist, and face
the front until it is on the way down. Use
your front leg and front side to open up.
The angle your leg lands will be different
for everyone, but once it lands, it should
stay there (no spinning). Step toward
where you are throwing, and look to land
with a 45-degree angle on your power
line.
When working on resistance, pitch to
a firm front side. Your back side should
never pass your front side — including
your foot, hip and shoulder. Your arm
should come through before your hip. You
can use an over-the-ropes drill or ankle
cords to achieve this.

Tips

for
increasing
speed and
power in
pitchers

Increasing speed
When looking to increase speed, one
of the best things you can do is long
toss. There is a direct correlation between
speed and distance. Throw all your pitches
Continued on page 36
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during a long-toss session and throw as
high and as far as you can. You should
build long toss into your regular workout
routine — going 2-3 times a week.
Another drill you can do is pitching
sprints, as part of a pitching circuit. This
means delivering pitches as soon as you
receive the ball back from the catcher.
After 10 pitches, do walking lunges to
the catcher and back, then start pitching
again. At the next pitching break, you can
do 12 pushups. After that, hold a plank
position before pitching again.
The pitch-and-run drill is where you
throw a pitch to the catcher, then run

to the catcher to get the ball before
heading back for another pitch. The sock
ball drill is where you put a ball in a sock
and throw it, holding the sock midway
between the end the ball is in and the
open end.
When utilizing a weighted ball,
be cautious of the pitcher’s age and
the number of pitches. You can throw
full pitches, but this should be done
in moderation. It’s about quality, not
quantity, with these drills. You can also
use a weighted ball when working on
spins to build forearm strength.
Strength and conditioning
Speaking of strength, consider

exercises that condition your hip
flexors. Work on explosive motions and
utilize sprints mixed with long-distance
conditioning. Always be careful with
things above your head, and remember
that conditioning is as much about
character as it is about fitness. Find an
expert to help!
Any workout regimen would be
incomplete without core work. This should
also be done regularly. Focus on all areas
of your core, including your upper and
lower abs, glutes and hip flexors.
Whatever your training plan is,
consistency is key, and use proper
fundamentals at all times. And don’t
forget to document your progress. n

Pitch calling:What you need to know
By KAREN WEEKLY
Co-Head Coach, University of Tennessee
Pitch calling
n Who should call the game?
n How do you give signs?
Know your pitcher
n What are her strengths?
n How do you communicate with her?
n What does she need to be successful?
n What is her “out” pitch?
Pitch caller responsibilities
n Call the pitcher’s best game
n Avoid being predictable
Pitcher responsibilities
n Commit to the pitch
n Execute pitch-by-pitch
n Establish a strike zone with the umpire
early
n Read batters and make adjustments
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Plan of attack
n Location, location, location.
Weakness is typically a spot, not
a pitch
n A pitcher must be able to hit her
spots
n Get strikes to a hitter’s weakness and
balls to strength areas
n Change the hitter’s eye level and use all
four corners
n Realize the importance of the fastball
n Be committed to competing strength
on strength
n Always think one pitch ahead
n Use all your pitches and change
speeds
n Don’t mix pitches just to mix
n Ignore the 300-foot foul ball
Find the weakness
n What is your opponent’s philosophy/
reputation?
n Pay attention during warmups
n Watch on-deck swings
n Analyze charts from past at-bats
n Scout your opponent
n Watch game film

By JOELLE DELLA VOLPE
Head Coach, St. Mary’s (N.J.) High
School
It’s OK to not be OK. Let’s say that
again. It’s OK to be not OK. One more
time. It’s OK to not be OK.
Something rarely said, yet so powerful.
Those few words can ease the pain for
student-athletes who are struggling
with depression, anxiety, stress, and the
pressure to produce.
Most student-athletes seldom ask for
help, for many reasons: fear of loss of
playing time, asking for help is a sign of
weakness, not wanting to burden people
with their problems, or not needing help
because they can handle it. Studentathletes become masters at keeping their
game faces on all the time — often until
it’s too late.
They learn to suck it up, rub some
dirt on it and gut it out — usually with
positive results. But what do you do
when the pressure to adhere to academic
deadlines, combined with pressure
to perform at 110 percent starts to
overwhelm you?
There are days or weeks that you
will feel unbalanced, unmanageable,
and grueling. So, you think to yourself,
“nobody here knows me from before, knows
who I am and how I act.” Nobody really
knows if you’re different, or if there’s
something really wrong, because the truth
is that they don’t know you at all.
It’s OK, just hang on. Next week will
get better. I’m sure you thought college
is supposed to be about being cool
and having fun. Admitting feelings of
anxiety, sadness, and helplessness seems
like the opposite. Attending a meeting
about mental health doesn’t carry the
same social currency as going to a frat
party and posting an awesome picture on
Instagram.
It’s OK to not be OK! It’s OK to ask for
help; you’re not alone. Keep reminding
yourself of that, day in and day out. Write
it on your mirror or somewhere you can
see it every morning, especially since the
rates of depression and anxiety among
college students are at an all-time high.
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It’s OK
to not be OK
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From an NCAA study in 2015, 30
percent of athletes are depressed.
A former athlete said, “because she
didn’t have a lot of balance with school
and athletics, she truly didn’t know how
to mentally process any of it, the anxiety
started to spiral, and she wasn’t able
to cope.” This athlete camouflaged the
truth, trying to push through, like all
high-level athletes do. But something
shifted dramatically; something she
couldn’t quite name.
Madison Holleran, a New Jersey native,
felt all those things and more before
she committed suicide just months into
her freshman year at the University of
Pennsylvania.
Madison was considered the best
athlete to come out of Bergen County. She
was an All-State and All-America soccer
player, but she was equally as dominating
in track, where she received the same
accolades as soccer.
Being able-bodied at one sport is hard
enough, but two is commendable on
any level. We all have hectic schedules
and things to do and problems to solve,
but they don’t have to be solved right
this second. It’s OK to put yourself first.
You should make mental health just as
important as practicing and studying.
Madison couldn’t cope with a lot of
things that college was throwing at her.
She was a perfectionist. In her mind,
she wasn’t doing well at all, something
she was not used to, nor knew how to
manage. But in reality, she was doing
better than expected.
Why did the girl who had everything
going for her — good looks, athletic
skills, excellent grades — take her own
life? Was it that she didn’t acquire the
coping skills she needed?
The same things that were easy in
high school were not so easy for her now.
She dominated in high school, and not
being the best in college was taking a
toll on her mentally. We may never truly
know or understand the why, but we can
take her tragedy and struggle and make
it our mission to not let it happen to any
student-athlete or student again.
As a coach and parent myself, I’ve

learned some tips throughout my
research that will help keep the lines of
communication open for a coach and
parent:
1. P repare your child/athlete. Let them
know they are never alone.
2. R
 emind them that perfection isn’t
realistic. You fail just as often as you
succeed in any sport. Have a support
system in place. If they are not
comfortable talking to you, point them
in the right direction to get help.
3. M
 ake sure they make time for
themselves. Being social in college is
imperative to their growth as an adult.
Forget the stigma of mental illness.
Sometimes they need to make a change
in order to ensure their mental wellbeing.
If I’ve learned anything from my
research and Madison’s story, it’s that
we all live our lives through filters, and

disorder by age six. NCAA research shows
that almost 85 percent of certified
athletic trainers believe anxiety disorders
are currently an issue with studentathletes on their campus.
Throughout this process, I had the
opportunity to speak with Dr. Marshall
Mintz, a clinical and sports psychologist
who has worked with numerous athletes,
from the high school to the collegiate
level, many of whom have experienced
anxiety that has affected their personal
lives, their academic efforts, and their
athlete performance.
“With the increasing number of
students with mental health issues
educating them in their early stages of
their career is imperative to their wellbeing as a student and athlete,” Mintz
said. “Addressing the social media issues
starts at the parental level. If your child
blocks you from any of their accounts,

Student-athletes
become masters at
keeping their game
faces on all the time
— often until it’s
too late.

usually those filters are masking issues and
struggles we are going through. It’s an
easy way to make people believe that we’re
OK, when in fact we are far from that.
Madison’s story is not an uncommon
experience among college students. Not
all have the same outcome, but most feel
college was nothing like they thought.
Nearly one in three adolescents in the
United States (31.9 percent) meet the
criteria for an anxiety disorder. Of those,
half begin experiencing their anxiety

that behavior should be a red flag that
there is an issue. Play an active role in
their life. Ask questions when you see
something that doesn’t quite look right.”
“Explain that the number of likes you
receive or don’t receive doesn’t make or
break you as person. Only you have the
power to control who you intend to be —
not your popularity on social media. We
need to help reduce the stigma of mental
Continued on page 40
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health by talking about it and normalizing
the need to care of our minds.”
If you’re like me, you need someone to
lay it out for it you. I asked Mintz what
does a struggling athlete look like, and
what are the warning signs? He said it’s
things we as coaches we see every day,
but never had something to relate it to.
We should familiarize ourselves with this
list on daily basis.
As a coach or teammate or parent, you
are often the front line to an athlete’s mental
health. Therefore, it is helpful for you to
have an understanding of the resources that
are available to allow your athletes to reach
their maximum potential — in both their
sporting and academic commitments.
I want to leave you with a piece of
a letter Madison wrote to her friend.
Madison knew 100 percent she was
making the right choice going to Penn.
Even though she bailed on Lehigh, she

couldn’t wait to compete again at Penn
after doing so well.
How did I end up here right now,
wanting to leave the team and not
competitively run anymore? How did I
end up wanting to quit the team almost
a month into school? How did I end up
being as overall unhappy as I have been
for the past four months? Before coming to
Penn, I was confident, focused, motivated,
silly and mainly just a happy girl.
Those were questions she was asking
her friend weeks before her suicide. So my
question is, how did we miss all her signs?
The next time you come in contact with
your athletes, keep this acronym in mind:
refer. from ‘What Made Maddie Run’ by
Kate Fagan”
Recognize what’s going on in the
situation. Extend knowledge, take
some time to research and learn more.
Facilitate a conversation. Talk to them,
being open and honest. Don’t make jokes;
straight to the point is best.

Evaluate the experience. How did
things go? Revise, revisit and continue
the conversation with a follow-up. I hope
all this will help you better understand
the importance of mental illness among
our student-athletes. It starts with us to
make mental health a priority.
NOTE: This is for educational purposes
only. This is not medical advice. If
you need help, seek medical attention
immediately, or call the national suicide
hotline at 1-800-273-8255
The following links are to online
resources where athletes can begin
to understand mental health concerns
and find resources. Also, each state’s
psychological association has a referral
service through which an athlete can find
a sports psychologist.
http://www.ncaa.org/sport-scienceinstitute/mental-health-educationalresources
http://athletesconnected.umich.edu/n

Call a timeout if you see any of these warning signs
I understand there are only so many hours in day, and we need to do X, Y and Z in
order to produce wins, but the mental part of the game is just as important as the
physical part of the game.
Behavioral Symptoms
n Disruption of daily activities
n Social withdrawal
n Irresponsibility, lying
n Legal issues, fighting, difficulty with
authority
n Decrement in sport or academic
performance
n Substance use
Cognitive Symptoms
n Suicidal thoughts
n Poor concentration
n Confusion/difficulty making decisions
n Obsessive thoughts
n All-or-nothing thinking
n Negative self-talk
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Emotional/Psychological Symptoms
n Feeling out of control
n Mood swings
n Excessive worry/fear
n Agitation/irritability
n Low self-esteem
n Lack of motivation
Physical/Medical Symptoms
n Sleep difficulty
n Change in appetite and/or weight
n Shaking, trembling
n Fatigue, tiredness, weakness
n Gastrointestinal complaints,
headaches,
n Overuse injuries

players

Where
Are They
Now?

Catching
up with Team

Here is a list of former U.S. women’s
national team players who are in the
softball coaching ranks, with the year
they first joined Team USA (and then
subsequent years they appeared, if
applicable), along with the current school
or team they are coaching full-time:

Players in softball, but not fulltime coaching:

Players with full-time jobs
outside of softball:

‘96
Leah O’Brien Amico (‘00, ‘04)—clinician,
keynote speaker, TV analyst
Michele Smith (‘00)—TV analyst

‘96
Laura Berg (‘00, ‘04, 08)—Oregon State
Lisa Fernandez (‘00, ‘04)—UCLA
Michele Granger—Granite Bay HS
Kim Maher—Southwestern Oklahoma
State
Dot Richardson (‘00)—Liberty Univ.
Julie Smith—University of La Verne
Christa Williams (‘00)—Friendswood HS

‘00
Crystl Bustos—clinician, owner of
Ruthless Sports Training

‘96
Gillian Boxx—firefighter, San Jose Fire
Department
Shelly (Stokes) Van Houwelingen—sales
rep with Abbott Laboratories
Lori Harrigan (‘00, ‘04)—head of security,
Bellagio
Dionna Harris—school counselor
Dani Tyler—CPA, Bansley & Kiener
Sheila Douty (‘00)—physical therapist,
real estate investor

‘00
Jenn Brundage—Univ. of Michigan
Danielle Henderson—UMass Lowell
Jen McFalls – Univ. of Texas
Stacey Nuveman (‘04, ‘08)—San Diego
State, Chicago Bandits
Michelle Venturella – Washington Univ.
‘04
Tairia Flowers (‘08)—CSU Northridge
Cat Osterman (‘08)—Texas State

‘04
Jennie Finch (‘08)—clinician
Amanda Freed—clinician, TV analyst
Kelly Kretschman (‘08)—player for USSSA
Pride, Team USA
Jessica Mendoza (‘08)—TV analyst
Jenny Topping—clinician, owner of Gold
Medal Training
Natasha Watley (‘08)—clinician, founder
of Natasha Watley Foundation

‘04
Lovieanne Jung (‘08)—firefighter,
Riverside Fire Department

‘08
Monica Abbott—player for Scrap Yard
Fastpitch, Team USA
Andrea Duran—player for USSSA Pride

‘08
Vicky Galindo—West Valley College
Lauren Lappin—UMSL, Chicago
Bandits
Caitlin Lowe—Univ. of Arizona
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